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This paper provides a phonetic description of the General Service List. 
Segmental, syllabic, and phonotactic characteristics are discussed and abun-
dant examples are included. The data presented suggests that, in addition 
to lexical coverage, the General Service List also exhibits comprehensive 
phonetic coverage of the English language and, therefore, concrete potential 
for pronunciation training.
The General Service List (GSL) was created by Michael West (1953) 
based on previous work by Lorge and Thorndike (1938). In its original form, 
the GSL includes 2,000 words with frequency and semantic information. 
Furthermore, those senses of each word that are statistically relevant are 
identifi ed and elaborated on. It should be noted that words on the GSL 
are considered headwords because they stand for a group of related forms 
(infl ections and derivations), what is nowadays commonly referred to as 
a word family. 
The GSL is perhaps best known for the coverage it provides of the 
English language. Specifi cally, almost 85% of the words in most writ-
ten texts (Nation & Waring, 1997) and up to 95% of those in spoken 
texts (Adolphs & Schmitt, 2003; 2004) belong to word lists statistically 
equivalent to the GSL. The implications of this phenomenon have not been 
missed by language educators and researchers interested in vocabulary 
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learning (Carter & McCarthy, 1988; Nation, 1990; Schmitt, 2000; West, 
1953; Zimmerman, 1997).
The ubiquity of GSL words and their signifi cant dominance over the 
entire lexicon in terms of occurrence means that, literally, most words heard 
and produced belong to the GSL. Consequently, educators and researchers 
interested in perception and production skills can benefi t from a description 
of the GSL in terms of phonetic content and coverage.
This paper provides a phonetic characterization of a revised version of 
the GSL (Bauman & Culligan, 1995) which contains 2,284 words. We 
will employ the Midwestern North American English (MWNAE) as the 
transcription model (Tables 1 & 2). The phonetic representation has been 
adapted from the articulatory descriptions provided in Ladefoged (2004) 
and O’Grady et al. (1993).
We open the discussion with consonant and vowel segments. The phonetic 
inventory of the transcription model (MWNAE) contains 24 consonant 
types and 14 vowel types (including dipthongs). The question is: Do the 
GSL words contain instances of every consonant and vowel in the English 
phonetic inventory? Yes, they do. Since the 2,284 GSL words add up to 
11,350 segments (4,055 vowel tokens, 7,295 consonant tokens), it comes 
as no surprise that all consonant and vowel segments are accounted for. 
Even more unusual sounds that appear in limited distribution across the 
English lexicon, such as /ʒ/ and /ʊ/, are present. For example, the voiced 
palatal fricative appears in eight GSL words (such as measure, garage, 
division) and 16 words (such as bush, pull, could) include the high back 
lax vowel.
While it is reasonable to assume that many – if not most – sets composed 
of any random 2,284 words would include all consonants and vowels, it 
is not trivial to ask if the GSL contains enough minimal pairs from which 
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to deduce the entire phonetic inventory. Consonant and vowel segments 
are, after all, phonemic contrasts, that is, the basic elements of sound that 
distinguish lexical items from each other. Since a minimal pair (MP) consists 










Low æ aɪ aʊ ɑ
Tense Lax Lax Tense






dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
Plosive
–voice p t k
+voice b d g
Fricative
–voice f θ s ʃ h




Nasal +voice m n ŋ
Liquid lateral +voice l
Liquid retrofl ex +voice r
Glide +voice w j
Table 2. The consonant system of MWNAE.
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in the same position in each word (Ladefoged, 2001), a comprehensive 
collection of MPs can be used to elicit the entire phonetic inventory. In 
the absence of MPs, near-MPs are used to identify contrasting segments. 
For instance, English does not have two words that contrast (constitute a 
MP) voiced-voiceless interdentals, (/ð/ vs. /θ/), or voiced-voiceless palatal 
fricatives, (/ʒ/ vs. /ʃ/). In this situation, the near-MPs either – author and 
azure – assure are used to establish the voicing contrast between these pairs 
of segments (O’Grady, 1993). In general, phoneticians use the minimal pair 
test to construct the phonetic inventory of a language by compiling sets 
of MPs and organizing the phonemic contrasts according to articulatory 
features.
If it were necessary for all 24 consonants and 14 vowels in MWNAE 
to contrast in order for each of them to be identifi ed, we would need to 
fi nd at least 264 consonant MPs and 84 vowel MPs, one MP for each 
possible combination. However, this is not the case. While each segment 
does contrast with every other segment in the inventory, only those seg-
ments that share enough articulatory features require a MP to establish their 
contrasting identity. The reason should be clear. Segments such as /v/ and 
/k/ are so dissimilar that their distinctiveness can be established without 
resorting to a MP. On the other hand, segments such as /d/ and /t/ share 
all articulatory features except voicing and, in fact, are not considered to 
be different segments in some languages. Therefore, MPs that differentiate 
similar segments are of particular interest.
Does the GSL contain enough MPs from which to deduce the entire 
phonetic inventory of English? Yes, it does. In fact, the GSL words form a 
rich set of 2,870 MPs that illustrate 222 consonant contrasts and 85 vowel 
contrasts, including those MPs of special relevance. There are almost 2,100 
MPs formed by consonant contrasts and about 700 MPs formed by vowel 
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contrasts. Most of the MPs are made by monosyllabic words and 961 out 
of the 1048 monosyllabic GSL words form at least one MP. Forty-fi ve of 
them participate in more than 15 MPs each. The maximal case, the word 
white, forms 22 MPs (namely with the words bite, fi ght, height, light, might, 
night, right, write, sight, tight, wait, weight, wet, what, wheat, while, wide, 
wife, wine, wipe, wire, and wise).
Nearly all of the consonant segments contrast against each other and, 
importantly, GSL words illustrate the crucial contrasts between very similar 
segments, in particular those that differ in just one articulatory feature, such 
as voicing. The voicing contrast between the bilabial plosives /p/ – /b/, for 
example, is represented by nine MPs such as pack – back, pound – bound, 
push – bush. The alveolar plosive voicing contrast (/d/ – /t/) is exemplifi ed 
by 32 MPs including tie – dye, tip – dip, height – hide. Nine MPs serve to 
illustrate the voicing contrast between the velar stops /k/ – /g/ and examples 
include cap – gap, card – guard, class – glass. The voicing contrast that 
exists between the labialdental and alveolar fricatives is also established 
by the minimal pair test. Nine MPs, such as belief – believe, fail – veil, 
life – live, distinguish the labiodentals (/f/ – /v/) while fi ve pairs serve to 
distinguish the alveolar fricatives (/s/ – /z/), as in advice – advise, price 
– prize, rice – rise. 
Although the GSL words do not provide MPs that differentiate the in-
terdental fricatives and the palatal affricates, near-MPs are present. Pairs 
like breath – breathe, bath – bathe, cloth – clothe serve to differentiate 
/θ/ and /ð/ while catch – cage, choose – juice illustrate the contrast that 
exists between /ʧ/ and /ʤ/.
Consonant MPs also provide evidence of the functional contrast created 
by a difference in place and manner of articulation. Evidence of the contrast 
that exists across the bilabial – alveolar – velar nasal segments (/m/ – /n/ 
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– /ŋ/) is provided by words such as seem – scene – sing. The contrast 
between liquid lateral and retrofl ex segments (/r/ – /l/) is illustrated by 48 
pairs of words, including examples such as rake – lake, read – lead, royal 
– loyal. Lastly, 15 MPs illustrate the distinction between the alveolar and 
palatal fricatives as in same – shame, save – shave, self – shelf.
As with consonant segments, GSL words form suffi cient MPs to contrast 
vowel segments even between segments that share the majority of features 
– examples are the tense – lax pairs, namely /i/ – /ɪ/, /eɪ/ – /ɛ/, /oʊ/ – /ɔ/, 
and /u/ – /ʊ/. Sixteen MPs differentiate the high-front pair and 11 the 
mid-front pair as in beat – bit, reach – rich and age – edge, date – debt, 
respectively. The mid-back contrast is exemplifi ed by eight MPs such as 
road – rod, sew – saw and the high-back distinction by 2 pairs, namely, 
fool – full and pool – pull.
Of particular relevance in the MWNAE dialect, there are MPs in the 
GSL that contrast the mid central vowel schwa, /ə/, with all but one of the 
other vowel segments. Evidence of this intra-systemic contrast is important 
because non-stressed vowels are usually reduced to schwa in MWNAE. 
Examples of schwa contrasting with front vowels include hut – heat, hut 
– hit, hut – hate, what – wet, hut – hat. Instances where schwa contrasts 
with back vowels include hut – hot, lung – long, cut – coat, luck – look, 
shut – shoot and pairs differentiating schwa and diphthongs include shut 
– shout, hut – height.
The description so far has characterized the GSL words in terms of 
individual segments. We now turn our attention to types of consonant 
clusters and how they combine to form syllables.
All languages abide by certain parameters (phonotactic constraints) when 
it comes to consonant cluster sequences and syllable shapes. These param-
eters pertain not only to the type of consonants involved in clusters but 
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also to the location in a syllable where certain sequences occur (before or 
after the nucleus). More importantly, each language is characterized by a 
distinct collection of patterns. Speakers of English – or any other language 
– learn these patterns unconsciously and, when confronted with unknown 
words, are able to recognize these as belonging to English according to 
previous exposure to English-specifi c patterns of sounds. In other words, 
we base our decision on our understanding of language-specifi c phonotactic 
constraints. Consequently, it is important to keep in mind that learning a 
language implies learning its phonotactic constraints.
Phonotactic constraints are, therefore, used to describe the language-
specifi c distributional restrictions that apply to syllable structure and its 
constituents, generally described in terms of the onset, nucleus, and coda. 
The onset refers to the consonant segments that come before the vowel or 
vowels (commonly called the nucleus) and the coda refers to the consonant 
segments that follow the nucleus. In English, onsets and codas can contain 
from 0 to 3 consonant segments before adding any kind of affi xation.
Kreidler (1997) explains that onset cluster sequences in English are 
shaped by the following parameters. When two segments occur in the 
onset, they tend to follow the scale of sonority; the most sonorant being 
closest to the nucleus. Thus, an obstruent (plosive or fricative) may be 
followed by a sonorant consonant (liquid, glide, nasal) and a nasal may 
be followed by a glide as in C + (r,l), C + (w,j), C + (n,m), Cn + (w,j) 
sequences. Specifi cally, combinations of the following occur in English: 
(p,b,t,d,k,g,f,θ,s,ʃ,v,h) + (r,l), (t,d,k,g,θ,s,v,h) + (w,j), (s) + (n,m), and (m,n) 
+ (w,j). Thus, bisegmental onset clusters beginning with a plosive are /pr/ 
– /pl/ – /pj/ – /br/ – /bl/ – /bj/ – /tr/ – /tw/ – /dr/ – /dw/ – /kr/ – /kl/ – /kw/ 
– /kj/ – /gr/ – /gl/ – /gw/ – /gj/; bisegmental onset clusters beginning with 
a fricative are /fr/ – /fl / – /θr/ – /θw/ – /sp/ – /st/ – /sf/ – /sk/ – /sl/ – /sw/ 
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– /sn/ – /sm/ – /ʃr/ – /vj/ – /hj/; bisegmental onset clusters beginning with 
a liquid or nasal are /mj/ – /nj/ – /lj/. Trisegmental onset clusters are /spr/ 
– /spl/ – /spj/ – /str/ – /skr/ – skl/ – /skw/ – /skj/.
The 4,056 syllables (2,005 unique types) that form the GSL words contain 
instances of 38 out of 44 possible onset cluster types. All but one of the 18 
bisegmental onset cluster types beginning with a plosive are exemplifi ed by 
GSL words such as approve, applaud, pupil, brain, blame, beauty, hatred, 
twist, drawer, cream, clay, liquid, cure, agree, glory, language, fi gure. Most 
of the bisegmental cluster types that start with a fricative (12 out of 15) 
are exemplifi ed by words like frame, fl avor, throw, despair, beast, scale, 
sweeten, snow, smoke, review, human. Additionally, GSL words illustrate 
all of the bisegmental cluster types that begin with a liquid or nasal (as in 
music, opinion, failure) and six out of eight of the trisegmental combinations 
(as in spring, splendid, strap, scrape, square, rescue).
It is worth noting that the missing clusters (/dw/, /θw/, /sf/, /ʃr/, /spj/, 
and /skl/) appear in very limited distribution across the lexicon at large. 
Searches through a monolingual English dictionary containing more than 
150,000 entries reveal that: the cluster /dw/ is restricted to words such 
as dwarf, Dwight, and dwindle; the cluster /θw/ is found only in words 
related to thwart; the cluster /sf/ appears in words such as sphere, asphalt, 
asphyxia, and other scientifi c terms like phosphate; the cluster /ʃr/ is limited 
to words related to shrimp, shrew, and shrink; the cluster /spj/ is found in 
words related to spew; and the cluster /skl/ appears in words relating to 
biology and medicine such as sclerosis, caiman sclerops, and sclera.
Coda clusters tend to be comprised of similar constituents as onset clus-
ters but the ordering is reversed. This tendency is also attributed to the 
scale of sonority which, as mentioned, states that more sonorant sounds 
will be closer to the nucleus. According to Kreidler (1997) constraints on 
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English coda clusters are outlined as follows: bisegmental codas may be 
comprised of 2 voiceless obstruents (including /s/ or /t/ or both), /r/ + /l/, 
and liquid/nasal + obstruent as well as a voiced stop + a voiced fricative; 
trisegmental coda clusters yield liquid/nasal + 2 voiceless obstruents (al-
ways including /s/ or /t/) as well as clusters composed of three obstruent 
segments. Thus, bisegmental coda clusters beginning with a plosive are 
/pt/ – /ps/ – /dz/ – /ts/ – /kt/ – /ks/; bisegmental clusters beginning with 
a fricative are /sp/ – /st/ – /sk/; bisegmental clusters beginning with a 
liquid retrofl ex are /rp/ – /rb/ – /rm/ – /rt/ – /rd/ – /rn/ – /rθ/ – /rf/ – /rv/ 
– /rs/ – /rz/ – /rl/ – /rʃ/ – /rtʃ/ – /rk/ – /rg/; bisegmental clusters beginning 
with a liquid lateral are /lp/ – /lb/ – /lm/ – /ln/ – /lt/ – /ld/ – /ln/ – /lθ/ 
– /lf/ – /lv/ – /ls/ – /lʃ/ – /ltʃ/ – /lʤ/ – /lk/; bisegmental coda clusters 
beginning with a nasal are /mp/ – /mf/ – /nt/ – /nd/ – /nθ/ – /ns/ – /nz/ 
– /ntʃ/ – /nʤ/ – /ŋk/; and a single bisegmental coda cluster composed of 
voiced stop + voiced fricative, /dz/. Trisegmental coda clusters beginning 
with a plosive are /dst/ – /kst/; trisegmental coda clusters beginning with 
a liquid are /rps/ – /rmθ/ – /rts/ – /rst/ – /rld/; trisegmental coda clusters 
beginning with a nasal are /mpt/ – /mps/ – /nst/ – /ŋkt/ – /ŋks/ – /ŋst/. 
Kreidler (1989) makes the observation that there is only one word in the 
entire English lexicon that has a coda consisting of three voiced segments; 
this one word – world – is included in the GSL.
The GSL words contain instances of 38 of the 50 bisegmental coda clusters 
and 7 of the 13 trisegmental. Examples of bisegmental codas beginning 
with a plosive are adopt, perhaps, besides, district, wax; examples of those 
beginning with a fricative are boast, risk; examples beginning with a liquid 
retrofl ex are sharp, verb, charm, cart, card, burn, earth, observe, coarse, 
deserve, pearl, march, cork; examples beginning with a liquid lateral are 
help, fi lm, fault, child, wealth, self, solve, false, silk; examples beginning 
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with a nasal are damp, agent, band, month, dance, translate, lunch, orange, 
drink. Trisegmental coda cluster types beginning with a plosive, a liquid, 
or nasal are exemplifi ed by next – warmth, fi rst, world – prompt, against, 
and amongst, respectively.
Eighteen coda sequences are not present among the GSL words. This 
number, however, is somewhat misleading because six of them would be 
found among GSL word family members (which are implicitly included in 
the GSL). These 6 missing coda clusters are used to construct plural/third 
person forms and include fi nal voiced or voiceless alveolar fricatives – /ts/, 
/bz/, /rts/, /mps/, /ŋks/. Plural/third person forms of headwords such as 
permit, rub, part, stamp, think illustrate these consonant combinations. 
The sixth missing cluster, /ŋkt/, is illustrated by the past participle form 
of the GSL headword rank. If these six clusters are included, GSL words 
illustrate 51 out of 63 of the coda clusters used in English. As with the 
absent onset clusters, dictionary searches indicate that the remainder of 
the missing coda combinations occur in very limited distribution in the 
English lexicon as a whole.
Summing up, the question is: Does the GSL contain instances of all onset 
and coda consonant clusters? The majority of clusters are accounted for 
directly especially if implicit family members are also taken into account. 
We arrive at a total of 38 out of 44 (86.3%) onset clusters and 51 out 
of 63 (81%) coda clusters manifested throughout the GSL. In short, the 
range and number of consonant clusters present in the GSL are suffi cient 
to deduce the phonotactics of English.
There is one fi nal question: Does the GSL exhibit the range of English 
syllable shapes? Yes, if infl ected forms are taken into consideration. In 
general terms, English syllables shapes are determined by they type of vowel 
in the nucleus – free or checked. Both types of vowels can be preceded 
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by 0 to 3 consonants but free vowels are followed by 0 to 2 consonants 
and checked vowels are followed by 1 to 3 consonants (Kreidler, 1989; 
1997). The GSL headwords instantiate all but one of the possible syllable 
shapes. The exception is the CCCVCCC shape although this shape would 
be illustrated by infl ected forms of headwords such as the plural of strength 
which is in the GSL.
The purpose of this paper has been to present a phonetic guide to the 
GSL. The observations made here indicate that this set of words provides 
a comprehensive representation of certain aspects of the phonetics English 
language. In particular, all phonetic segments are exemplifi ed by the GSL 
and can be deduced via minimal pair contrasts. Additionally, the diversity 
of consonant cluster types and syllable shapes proves suffi cient to extract 
the phonotactic constraints of the entire language. 
From a language learning perspective, this phonetic guide implies that 
explicit and intentional exposure to this restricted set of words alone can 
provide speakers with suffi cient evidence from which to construct the 
phonetic inventory of English and from which to generate the parameters 
of its distributive properties.
With this in mind, we can say that the GSL provides comprehensive 
phonetic coverage of the English language in addition to its well-established 
vocabulary coverage. It all translates into an empirically and pedagogi-
cally-sound basis for use in exemplifi cation in pronunciation training. Of 
crucial relevance, the use of the GSL imposes no constraints or special 
pedagogical demands (quite the opposite), making it a seamless addition to 
any established teaching method whether targeting segmental discrimination 
skills (Celce-Murcia, 1996; Cross, 1992; Dalton & Seidlehoffer, 1994), 
focusing on functional load (Catford, 1987; Derwing & Munro, 2005), 
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illustrating suprasegmental processes (Gilbert, 1993), or working on com-
municative aspects that combine the segmental and beyond (Fraser, 2000; 
Kjellin, 1999; Morley, 1999; Neufeld, 1978). 
The development of materials suitable for pronunciation (and vocabulary) 
training is not without diffi culty. To this end, we are making available a 
number of resources that have proven useful to us. First of all, the GSL as 
well as the list of GSL MPs can be downloaded from the internet (http://
www.sequencepublishing.com). Also on this site, the following software is 
of relevance: Ichos-GSL, an application that contains the full transcription 
of the GSL employed in this paper and that makes it possible to carry 
out relatively sophisticated classifi cations of GSL headwords according to 
phonetic and orthographic criteria; Transcripteur, an application designed 
to simplify the task of creating, maintaining, and managing collections 
of phonetic transcriptions; BVProfi ler, an uncomplicated, fully automatic, 
vocabulary profi ler; TheScribe, an application that integrates a word proces-
sor and a word list manager into a real-time vocabulary profi ler engine. 
All these software titles are free to download and use.
The data and fi ndings upon which this phonetic guide of the GSL is 
based come from a study that will be published in full in due course.
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